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SUMMARY JUDGMENT BENCHMARKS
FOR SETTLING EMPLOYMENT
DISCRIMINATION LAWSUITS
Vivian Berger,* Michael 0. Finkelstein,** and Kenneth Cheung***

I. INTRODUCTION
The number of employment discrimination lawsuits rose continuously throughout the last three decades of the twentieth century. In the
federal courts, such filings grew 2000%, while the docket as a whole increased a mere 125%.' In the twelve-month period ending on September
30, 2003, tables put out by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts
indicate that these actions amounted to slightly more than 8% of all civil
cases initiated in that fiscal year (FY). Likewise, filings at the EEOC
have mounted. 3 The two trends are not unrelated; in order to bring an action in court to redress alleged job discrimination, the plaintiff must first
exhaust his administrative remedies. Usually, he will do so by bringing
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1. Vivian Berger, Employment Mediation in the Twenty-First Century: Challenges in a
ChangingEnvironment, 5 U. PA. J. LAB. & EMP. L. 487, 505 (2003).
2. Out of 252,962 filings in total, 20,507 were employment discrimination cases. See Leonidas R. Mecham, Annual Report of the Director, 2003 Jud. Bus. 129 tbl.C-2A (table entitled U.S.
District Courts - Civil Cases Commenced, by Nature of Suit, During the 12-Month Periods Ending
Sept. 30, 1999 Through 2003), available at http://www.uscourts.gov/judbus/2003/ contents.html
(last visited Sept. 29, 2005).
3. Berger, supra note 1, at 505-06.
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his complaint to the EEOC (although in jurisdictions with a similar state
or local agency, he may opt to go there instead).
The vast majority of civil lawsuits do not culminate in post-trial
judgments; those that are not dismissed before trial very often settle.4
Employment actions are no different. Courts and agencies, concerned
about controlling their dockets and using their limited resources efficiently, deem settlement promotion desirable - particularly so in a case
category as large as employment discrimination. From a broader vantage
point, the public interest in vindicating civil rights laws makes achieving
just compromise an aim that transcends individual litigants' goals.
Parties and lawyers entering settlement negotiations must be able to
assess the value of the case as accurately as possible. To the extent that
the adversaries have congruent views of the worth of the lawsuit, resolution is not only more likely but also more apt to be fair. But in actuality,
the parties and the attorneys involved in legal proceedings almost always
harbor bias, an understandable tendency to magnify the merits of their
own positions.
The plaintiff employee, who has ordinarily resigned or been discharged from his job prior to embarking on litigation, 5 is often blinded
by serious emotional and financial distress, 6 causing an overly optimistic
estimate of her chances of prevailing and recovering significant damages. Similarly, defendant employers are often irate at what they regard
as the employee's betrayal or extortion, producing the same distorting
effect that plaintiffs' strong feelings exert on case evaluation. In a perfectly logical world, the parties' estimates of their probabilities of victory should add up to 100%. In the real world, at the outset of talks, the
total may be as great as 150%! Such delusions impede settlement.
Mediation, by contrast, promotes compromise by injecting a neutral
third party into a dispute. The growing governmental (including court)
usage of alternative dispute resolution (ADR), fueled by legislative
mandates or encouragement, has created a large demand for mediation
services. 7 Many of the cases sent to mediation by judges of the U.S.
4. See Kevin M. Clermont & Stewart J. Schwab, How Employment Discrimination Cases
Fare in Federal Court, I J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 429, 440 (2004) (almost 70% of civil cases
settle). Employment discrimination plaintiffs are less likely than others, however, to obtain an early

settlement. Id. at 440-41.
5. Berger, supra note 1, at 521.
6. Commentators agree that employment discrimination disputes are fraught with emotion.
See, e.g., Penny Nathan Kahan & Lori L. Deem, Mediation as a Model for Resolving Employment
Disputes in the New Millennium, I EMP. RTS. Q., at 28, 29 (Spring 2001).
7. See JEFFREY M. SENGER, FEDERAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION: USING ADR WITH THE

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 2 (2004); Berger, supra note I, at 509.
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Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York (S.D.N.Y.
and E.D.N.Y.) are ones alleging job discrimination. 8 The EEOC, on its
part, also relies heavily on mediation. 9
Unlike courts, administrative agencies, or arbitrators, a mediator
does not make factual findings or issue orders; her role is solely to facilitate talks between the parties. Furthermore, mediation participants seeking ways to end controversy are not constrained by governing law - they
may agree to anything that is not illegal. As a practical matter, however,
the further along a case has proceeded on the litigation track, the more
the parties will feel pressured to bargain in the shadow of the law. Otherwise put, in making and weighing demands or offers, they will try to
predict what would happen if, instead of settling on specific terms, they
went to trial. Also, in "late-stage" employment cases, the employer and
the employee (who, as noted above, 0 have usually long since parted
ways), tend to focus their negotiations mainly or exclusively on money.
In this context, a large part of the mediator's task, while in private
caucus with each side, involves "reality testing" the litigants' and lawyers' assumptions and predictions. The mediator assists the parties in estimating the probability of the jury's finding a violation of law and
awarding a particular amount of damages. In the job discrimination area,
this entails judging how much the employee would likely receive in back
pay, front pay, compensation for pain and suffering, and - in rare cases punitive damages, discounted by the risk of a determination of no liability. In addition, with the mediator's aid, the defendant must calculate the
odds that it will have to pay a prevailing plaintiff's attorney's fees,11 as
well as take into account the cost of its own counsel and other litigation
expenses, which it will incur in any event, win or lose, in mounting its
defense. The plaintiff does not have similar concerns. He will not have
to pay for opposing counsel and will often not be responsible for his own
attorney's fees because plaintiffs' lawyers generally work on a contin-

8. In the E.D.N.Y., employment discrimination actions amount to 25.3% - the single largest
category - of cases referred to mediation. Gerald P. Lepp & leback Paick, E.D.N. Y. Mediation Report,
July
1,
2003-June
30,
2004,
at
3,
available
at
http://www.nyed.uscourts.gov/adr/Mediationreport0704.pdf. Maria Sclafani, the Case Administrator

for ADR in the S.D.N.Y., did not have the precise number of employment discrimination referrals
but indicated that these comprise the largest group of cases sent to mediation. E-mail from Maria
Sclafani to author (Dec. 6, 2004 11:25 EST) (on file with the Hofstra Labor and Employment Law

Journal),
9. Nancy Montwieler, Mediation, Call Center Take Center Stage in New Year, With EEOC
at Full Strength, 22 Empl. Discrimination Rep. (BNA) 31, 59-60 (Jan. 14, 2004).
10. See supra text accompanying note 5.
11. See 42 U.S.C. § 1988 (2000).
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gency-fee basis.' 2 This arrangement does, however, give the attorney a
stake in the case.
A major part of reality testing in employment actions involves assessing the chance the defendant will succeed in getting summary judgment, in whole or in part, against the plaintiff. In Professor Berger's experience, most employers' counsel say during mediation that they intend
to file a "Rule 56" motion13 if the case does not settle; and at least in the
Southern and Eastern Districts of New York, a large number of employers do so.14 By contrast, practically no plaintiffs in employment cases
make such motions.
The judge's decision to grant or deny summary judgment is a critical juncture - it can make or break a case. Except in the instance of a
motion for partial summary judgment, a grant means total defeat for the
plaintiff; the case is over unless he brings and wins an appeal, an
unlikely prospect. Thus, the mediator has to focus the employee's team
on the need to discount anticipated gains by the risk of loss, not just at
trial but of trial itself. Even partial summary judgment, if it strikes at the
heart of the plaintiffs case, can constitute a major setback for him. For
example, if the court dismisses all of the plaintiffs federal claims with
prejudice, it is likely to dismiss his supplemental state claims without
prejudice. 15 In addition, a plaintiff occasionally expresses a wish to go to
trial rather than settle even if he understands that his chances of victory
are slim, stating that he will be content merely to tell his story to, and be
judged by, a jury of his peers. In order to make a rational decision
whether to reject offered terms to satisfy this emotional interest, such a
litigant plainly requires as accurate an estimate as possible of his odds of
talking to a jury at all.
Lastly, even though denial (total or partial) of a motion for summary judgment does not theoretically dispose of the case, as does a
grant, practically it may. Defendants often become serious about settling
only when confronted by this negative turn of events. Moreover, survival
of one or more of the plaintiffs claims greatly raises the settlement
value of the case. 16 Litigation costs will escalate if the matter is tried.
12.

Berger, supra note 1, at 500.

13. FED. R. Civ. P. 56.
14. See Milton I. Shadur, Trials or Tribulations (Rule 56 Style)?, 29 LITIG. 5, 5 (Winter
2003); Peter J. Ausili, Summary Judgment in Employment DiscriminationCases in the Eastern District of New York, 16 TOURo L. REv. 1403, 1403 (2000) ("[1]t is rare for a defendant employer not

to move for summary judgment challenging the plaintiffs claim of invidious discrimination").
15. See 28 U.S.C. § 1367(c) (2000). He must then recommence the action in state court.
16. See Arthur R. Miller, The Pretrial Rush to Judgment: Are the "Litigation Explosion,"
"Litigation Crisis, " and Efficiency Cliches Eroding Our Day in Court and Jury Trial Commit-
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Further, denial of summary judgment forces a defendant to confront
squarely the daunting prospect that it may also end up paying substantial
damages. Even an employer sanguine about eventual victory knows that
juries are unpredictable. In these circumstances, early voluntary resolution may present an attractive prospect to an employer focused on facts
rather than emotions. Therefore, a defendant, much like a plaintiff, must
be prodded to evaluate its risk of summary judgment carefully.
To be sure, although we have been speaking mainly in terms of
mediation, information bearing on the likelihood of summary judgment
is also useful to lawyers and clients in standard, unaided negotiations;
we hope and expect that our study will assist the employment bar in settlement talks whether or not a neutral party participates. But it does bear
emphasis that a key advantage of mediation stems from the presence of
an impartial facilitator, who can employ private conferences to explore
candidly with each side its vulnerability to a grant or denial of summary
judgment (in addition to other litigation perils). Given their bias, both
parties tend to view summary judgment through rose-colored glasses until the mediator presses for a more realistic outlook.
Our examination of summary judgment comes fortuitously at a time
when scholars, as well as some judges and lawyers, have been drawing
attention to the "Vanishing Trial" phenomenon. In addition to articles,
symposiums have been devoted to this subject.17 Using data supplied by
the Administrative Office, Professor Marc Galanter has shown that in
1962, 11.5% of federal civil cases went to trial; by 2002, the number had
dwindled to a meager 1.8%.18
Interestingly, civil rights cases (a category of which about half fall
into the job discrimination area) now comprise more than one-third of
civil trials.' 9 Yet even in this class of cases, the number of trials has declined dramatically: from 19.7% of civil rights dispositions in 1970 to
3.8% in 2000.20

ments?, 78 N.Y.U. L. REV 982, 1046 n.343 (2003) (citing Samuel Issacharoff & George Lowen-

stein, Second Thoughts About Summary Judgment, 100 YALE L.J. 73, 107-08 (1990)).
17. For example, the ABA Litigation Section held a Symposium on the Vanishing Trial in
San Francisco on Dec. 12-14, 2003. See Marc Galanter, The Vanishing Trial: An Examination of
Trials and Related Matters in Federaland State Courts, 1 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 459, 459-84
(2004).
18.
19.
20.

See Galanter, supra note 17, at 461.
See id. at 468.
Id. A four-year docket-sheet study in the S.D.N.Y. also showed a 3.8% trial rate in em-

ployment discrimination cases. Clermont & Schwab, supra note 4, at 439 n. 13 (discussing Michael
Delikat & Morris M. Kleiner, An Empirical Study of Dispute Resolution Mechanisms: Where Do
PlaintiffsBetter Vindicate Their Rights?, DiSP. RESOL. J., Nov. 2003-Jan. 2004, at 56, 56-57).
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Where have all the trials gone? The factors generally cited as waxing while trials are waning include settlements, 2' ADR22 - and our concern, summary judgment. 23 Much of the discussion of summary judgment in this setting consists of bemoaning its major contribution to
litigants' (principally, plaintiffs') loss of the constitutionally guaranteed
24
right to a "live" trial, rather than one confined to papers. Deploring the
loss of trials is basically a response to the "rhetoric of 'explosion' and
'crisis"' fueled by advocates of tort reform.25
This article, by contrast, takes no position on these issues. Descriptive, not normative, it is designed to aid lawyers and their clients in employment discrimination actions in the district courts of the Second Circuit - with or without a mediator's help - to evaluate the worth of their
case with a view toward achieving a workable settlement. We now turn
to the study itself.
II. THE STUDY: METHODOLOGY
Our aim was to generate a tool that would help the parties assess
the probability of their case's or claim's withstanding a defendant's motion for summary judgment, according to the presence or absence of certain parameters. Based on Professor Berger's experience, those parameters were the following: type of discrimination claim-race, color,
national origin, religion, sex, disability, age or retaliation; type of employer, private or public (governmental); and plaintiff's status as represented or pro se. We also created a separate class of "reverse discrimination" complaints, in which we listed claims by males alleging sex
discrimination and by Caucasians asserting racial or ethnic bias by
members of minorities. However, because color was always linked to a
charge of discrimination based on race or national origin, we decided not
to code it separately. 6
21.

See supra text accompanying note 4; but cf Gillian Hadfield, Where Have All the Trials

Gone? Settlements, NontrialAdjudications and StatisticalArtifacts in the Changing Disposition of
Federal Civil Cases, I J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 705, 705 (2004) (noting smaller percentage of

cases disposed of by settlement in 2000 than in 1970).
22. See, e.g., Galanter, supra note 17, at 514. ADR, of course, often promotes settlement.
23. See, e.g., id. at 483-84; Stephen B. Burbank, Drifting Toward Bethlehem or Gomorrah?
Vanishing Trials and Summary Judgment in FederalCivil Cases, I J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 591,

593 (2004); Shadur, supra note 14, at 5 (referring to "the growth of the summary judgment industry
as a replacement for the civil trial").
24. See generally Miller, supra note 16.
25. Id. at 1015.
26. Rarely, an African-American plaintiff will claim that a lighter-skinned African-American
discriminated against him on account of his darker color. See, e.g., Georgia Applebee 's Restaurant
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We made a decision to include only those cases and claims in
which the court disposed of a defendant's summary judgment motion.
We did so because a favorable decision on such a motion by the court is
what attorneys for the defendant commonly predict in mediation, and attorneys for the plaintiff commonly downplay; no one argues about
whether the motion will be made. Thus, we did not assemble data to
show the rate at which such motions are filed. As an extension of our
decision, (i) we counted as a denial any determination denying a summary judgment motion in any respect; and (ii) we treated a partial summary judgment motion that was fully granted as a grant, not a denial.
(We have more to say on this coding choice later.2 7)
The basic statutes protecting employees against discrimination by
their employers are: Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title
29
VII), 28 the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA),

the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA),30 the Equal Pay Act
of 1963, 3 1 and the Civil Rights Act of 1866.32 The Rehabilitation Act of

197331 provides federal employees with protection equivalent to the
ADA. Although a plaintiff will often combine one or more of these
claims with other causes of action,34 we confined our study to the
abovementioned statutory claims. We did, however, include in our purview causes of action arising under state or city civil rights laws, such as
those of New York State, 35 New York City, 36 and Connecticut,3 7 which

fall under the pendent jurisdiction of the federal courts.
Our sources were two-fold. First, we surveyed all published opinions deciding summary judgment motions by the defendant in employment discrimination lawsuits in the district courts of the Second Circuit

Settles Case of Black-on-Black Discrimination, 21 Empl. Discrimination Rep. (BNA) 213, 213
(Aug. 13, 2003) (discussing EEOC v. Applebee's Neighborhood Grill & Bar of Ga., Inc., No 02CV-0829, consent order approved July 10, 2003). None of the cases in our data base presented this
scenario.
27. See infra text following note 78.
28. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to 2000e-17 (2000), as amended.
29. 29 U.S.C. §§ 621-634 (2000).
30. 42 U.S.C. §§ 12102-12213 (2000).

31.

29 U.S.C. § 206(d) (2000).

32. 42 U.S.C. § 1981 (2000).
33. 29 U.S.C. §§ 701-796 (2000).
34. These include breach of contract, or common law torts, such as intentional or negligent
infliction of emotional distress, or in the case of public employers, denial of equal protection or due
process of law.
35. N.Y. EXEC. LAW §§ 290-301 (McKinney 2001).
36. N.Y.C. ADMIN. CODE §§ 8-101 - 8-131 (2001).
37. CONN. GEN. STAT. §§ 46a-51 - 46a-99 (2004).
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for the first three-quarters of calendar year 2001. We relied primarily on
Westlaw.38 A less extensive search of cases reported by Lexis yielded
virtually no opinions that we had not discovered on Westlaw; hence, we
abandoned further research in the Lexis data base. Altogether, we found
191 relevant opinions.
We recognized, of course, that because of the well-known effects of
"publication bias, 39 this method yields a skewed sample of cases. As
Professors Peter Siegelman and John J. Donohue, III have noted, rulings
that dispose of a case are more likely to generate opinions and be published than those that do not.4 ° Yet short of reading hundreds of court
files, we could not accurately learn what types of claims plaintiffs had
made and courts had ruled on. To avoid the problem of substituting bad
data for no data, 4 1 we used the published opinions in ways that we believe were unaffected by this bias.42
Our second source was the courts' online data base, "Pacer."
Among other things, it permits the user to read the docket sheets of all
cases in specific categories filed within a certain time frame. Unlike the
published opinions, these sheets do not reliably indicate the type of discrimination (race, sex, disability, etc.) alleged. But they do report the
parties' represented or pro se status and are indicative of whether a defendant is a public or a private entity. Where we could not determine the
latter, we were able to gamer this information from the internet.
38. We performed the following searches in the data base DCT2: DA(>12/31/2000 &
<10/1/2001)
&
EMPLOY!/P
DA(>12/31/2000 & <7/1/2001)
RELIGION AGE SEX GENDER
in the data base BNAFEP-CS:
COLOR "NATIONAL ORIGIN"
JUDGMENT."

DISCRIMINAT!
&
"SUMMARY
JUDGMENT"
and
& DISCRIMINAT!/S RACE COLOR "NATIONAL ORIGIN"
DISABILITY & "SUMMARY JUDGMENT." We also searched
DA(>12/31/2000 & <7/1/2001) & DISCRIMINAT!/S RACE
RELIGION AGE SEX GENDER DISABILITY & "SUMMARY

39. See, e.g., Ann Juliano & Stewart J. Schwab, The Sweep of Sexual Harassment Cases, 86
CORNELL L. REV. 548, 557 (2001); Peter Siegelman & John J. Donohue, Studying the Iceberg From
Its Tip: A Comparison of Published and Unpublished Employment DiscriminationCases, 24 LAW

& Soc'y REV. 1133 (1990). A December 1, 2004 conversation with Brooke Piper in the ThomsonWest Public Relations Department revealed that Westlaw is very comprehensive in its coverage.
The company publishes anything that it receives from a judge or court, monitors the loose-leaf services, and reaches out to various sources to add cases. But it does not publish orders unaccompanied
by opinions. Among other courts, the S.D.N.Y. and E.D.N.Y. make all of their opinions available to
Westlaw. Wendy Parker, Lessons in Losing: Race and National Origin Employment Discrimination
Litigation in FederalDistrictCourts, at 13 n.49 (Feb. 2005) (Wake Forest Univ. Legal Studies Re-

search Paper No. 05-09), at http:/papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract-id =678082 (last visited
May 22, 2005).
40. Siegelman & Donohue, supra note 39, at 1146.

41. Cf Burbank, supra note 23, at 605 (discussing the temptation to substitute unreliable data
for no data at all).
42.

See infra text accompanying note 71.
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We searched the sites for the S.D.N.Y. and the E.D.N.Y. under the
heading # 442 ("Civil rights: jobs"). For the E.D.N.Y., we used the calendar year 2000 and the first half of 2001, a total of 679 cases. For the
S.D.N.Y., a larger data base, we surveyed 610 docket sheets in 2000. 43
Looking for cases in which the defendant had made a summary judgment motion that the court had decided, we retrieved 294 out of a sample
of 1,289 (679 + 610) filings. Thus, the rate of summary judgment dispositions in cases filed in the two districts for the selected periods comes
out to be 22.8%.
When issues arose regarding proper classification of the data, we
made a number of categorizing choices. For one thing, the published
opinions did not always name the parties' attorneys; in this situation, absent any mention of pro se status, we assumed the plaintiff was represented. In addition, at times, published or Pacer cases revealed that the
plaintiff had counsel for only part of the case; we treated the plaintiffs
status at the time of the summary judgment motion as salient for coding
purposes.
When the only record of a motion's determination was a recommendation by the magistrate judge to whom the matter had been referred, we treated it as final; these recommendations are usually accepted. Sometimes, too, plaintiffs would appeal grants of summary
judgment. Such decisions were virtually always affirmed. But where
they were not, we naturally treated the appellate decision as dispositive.
In a few cases, where defendants made more than a single motion, we
recorded the "bottom line": where matters stood after the final determination. In several others, the court denied the motion with leave to re-file
later (for instance, where the plaintiff required more discovery). In the
absence of relevant subsequent history, we coded the action as a denial.
We focused, moreover, on motions for summary judgment brought
by the company "employer," a legal entity. Although the modem federal
civil rights laws do not allow for personal liability for individuals who
exercise supervisory control over the plaintiff,44 plaintiffs will often
name executives or managers as defendants (these are actually "employ43. We made the choice to stop at this point since we wanted to have roughly equivalent
numbers of cases for both districts.
44. See Tomka v. Seiler Corp., 66 F.3d 1295, 1313-17 (2d Cir. 1995). But cf Whidbee v.
Garzarelli Food Specialties, Inc., 223 F.3d 62, 74-75 (2d Cir. 2000) (holding under Civil Rights Act
of 1866, 42 U.S.C. § 1981 (2000), that actor's personal involvement in discriminatory conduct is
predicate for personal liability). Under certain circumstances, individual employees may be liable
for acts of discrimination under New York State and New York City law. See, e.g., Tomka, 66 F.3d
at 1317 (discussing New York State Human Rights Law); Stallings v. U.S. Electronics, Inc., 707
N.Y.S.2d 9 (N.Y. App. Div. 2000).
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ees"). Represented by the firm's lawyer, they will routinely move for
and win dismissal from the case. We did not count this collateral activity
as summary judgment grants for defendants; likewise, we ignored motions by non-employers such as unions or employment agencies, although they are also liable for discrimination under Title VII.
Perhaps the most difficult question was how to code the results of
motions in cases of more than a single plaintiff; happily, there were very
few. We opted for a contextual approach. If the plaintiffs seemed to be
virtually identically situated and the court made the same decision as to
all, we counted the motion only once. If, by contrast, the plaintiffs had
fewer commonalities - in outcome or in circumstances - we recorded
data for as many motions as there were plaintiffs. In one such instance,
arising on Pacer, we had to consult the court file to get the pertinent details.45
A couple of remaining comments concern solely the Pacer cases.
We stress that we recorded data for summary judgment dispositions, not
for all motions made. Thus, if a motion was pending when the case settled, we ignored it. Sometimes, however, though not issuing a formal
ruling, the judge behaved in a way we treated as a denial, albeit implicit.
For example, in several instances, the case went to trial without the
court's having acted on the motion.4 6 In one instance, the court rejected
the defendant's express application to have the motion heard before trial.
Such actions or inaction, charitably viewed, might reflect the judge's belief that uncertainty, coupled with the looming specter of trial, would
promote settlement, thereby conserving both the parties' and court's resources.
III. THE STUDY: RESULTS
Out of our Pacer filing sample there were 294 cases in which a
summary judgment motion had been made and disposed of by the court.
Of those 294 cases there were 107 with motions that were denied, for a
rate of 36.4%. Because of publication bias one would expect that in the
universe of cases represented by our Pacer sample, the denial rate (full

45. We also went to the file in a number of other cases, where the docket sheet lacked information or was not comprehensible.
46. Sometimes the court will "signal" the defendant in a pre-motion conference that bringing
a summary judgment motion will likely prove futile. See, e.g., Patrick F. Dorrian, FederalJudges
Provide Insights On Summary Judgment Motions, 23 Empl. Discrimination Rep. (BNA) 516, 516
(Nov. 3, 2004) (discussing S.D.N.Y. Judge John F. Keenan's practice in this regard). We have no

way of knowing, of course, how often judges manage to dissuade employers from filing motions.
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or partial denial of the motion) would be higher than in the published
cases.47 Our data do reflect that bias, as appears in Table 1 below.
Table 1
Pacer vs. published cases: summary judgment denial rates for represented and pro se cases combined, private and public employers
combined, and all districts combined.*
Sample

# denied/ # total

% denied

Pacer

107/294

36.4%

Published

59/191

30.9%

*In this and successive tables the districts for Pacer are the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York and for published cases are the
Southern, Eastern, Northern, and Western Districts of New York, and
the Districts of Connecticut and Vermont.
The bias effect is relatively small - 5.5 percentage points - but part
of the effect is concealed by the larger number and proportion of pro se
plaintiffs in the Pacer cases.48 One would expect to see relatively fewer
pro se matters generating published opinions: because of unrepresented
litigants' disadvantage in articulating legal arguments, their cases are
unlikely to produce opinions of interest to anyone except the parties.
Thus, when one compares only represented cases, the difference becomes larger - 11.3 percentage points - as shown in Table 2 below. The
table shows that summary judgment motions are denied in almost half
(46.4%) of represented cases.

47. See supra text accompanying note 39.
48. In the Pacer data the rate of pro se cases is 98/294 = 33.3%, while in the published cases
the rate is 37/191 = 19.4%. By contrast, the rate of pro se filings in Title VII cases for all districts

combined (as reported by Clermont & Schwab, supra note 4, at 434) is 18.87%. We do not know
the reason for the much higher rate of such filings in our Pacer data. In addition, the bias effect is
moderated by the fact that our Pacer sample included both published and unpublished cases. A random sample of Pacer cases indicated that about 47% had generated published opinions.
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Table 2
Represented Pacer and published cases: summary judgment denial
rates for private and public employer cases combined; all districts
combined.
Sample

# denied / # total

% denied

Pacer

91/196

46.4%*

Published

54/154

35.1%*

A 95% confidence interval for this 11.3 percentage point difference is 0.5 percentage points to 22.2 percentage points.
*

The pro se plaintiffs in both Pacer and published cases have summary judgment denial rates much lower than those of represented plaintiffs. See Table 3 below. This is hardly surprising. Judges often purport
to read pro se papers with a thumb on the scale for the plaintiff,49 and the
Rules of the U.S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts
of New York require a represented movant for summary judgment to
serve on a pro se opponent a "Notice to Pro Se Litigants Opposing
Summary Judgment." However, such "band aid" devices cannot realistically level the playing field for the unrepresented party. It is likely,
moreover, that some, perhaps most of the pro se plaintiffs tried to hire
counsel but were turned down because the lawyer believed they had
poor chances of victory. Hence, pro se cases start out weak and become
weaker on account of the lack of professional advocacy. Because of the
distorting effect of pro se status, the rest of our analysis, except for Table
4, is confined to represented cases.

49. See, e.g., Rivera v. Apple Indus. Corp., 148 F. Supp. 2d 202, 211 (E.D.N.Y. 2001) ("[A
court] must construe the pro se plaintiff's claims liberally in deciding the motion for summary judgment.").
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Table 3
Pro se Pacer and published cases: summary judgment denial rates;
private and public employer cases combined; all districts combined.
Sample

# denied/
# total

% denied

Pacer

16/98

16.3%

Published

5/37

13.5%

The foregoing tables have combined results for the Eastern and
Southern Districts and for public (governmental) and private employers.
In represented cases, the Eastern District (46/98 = 46.9%) has virtually
the same denial rate as the Southern District (45/98 = 46.4%), and so we
decided to amalgamate them, arriving thus at the 91/196 = 46.4% figure
in Table 2. Public employers have higher motion-denial rates than private employers, as shown in Table 4 below, and the difference is of
marginal statistical significance. It is tempting to speculate about the
cause for this discrepancy. A colleague of ours thought that lawyers in
the private sector might furnish, on the whole, more skilled and zealous
representation. This possibility cannot be excluded. But in Professor
Berger's experience, at least attorneys for the New York City Law Department as well as Assistant U.S. Attorneys provide service (in mediation, at any rate) that is generally on a par with their private counterparts'. In sum, we are not confident that we know of any reason for the
higher denial rate in cases against public employers; thus, despite the
finding of marginal significance, the results may well be due to chance.50
Accordingly, except for Table 4, we have combined both types of employers.

50. The argument that the difference in denial rates is due to chance is strengthened by the
fact that in the represented published cases the denial rate of summary judgment is higher in private
defendant cases (35/91 = 38.5%) than it is in public defendant cases (19/63 = 30.2%).
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Table 4
Pacer Cases: summary judgment denial rates by representation and
type of employer; Southern and Eastern districts combined.
Represented Cases

Pro Se Cases

# Denied/
# Total

% Denied

# Denied/
# Total

% Denied

Private

47/117

40.2%*

8/55

14.5%

Public

44/79

55.7%*

8/43

18.6%

Type of
Employer

*The P-value for this 15.5 percentage point difference is 0.041.
We wanted to examine the consistency of our data with those presented in other studies. Because most other studies focused on the "Vanishing Trial" phenomenon, they considered trial rates or total pre-trial
terminations averaged across all district courts, or groups of districts not
confined to a single circuit. In addition, they usually combined broader
collections of types of cases and made no adjustment for pro se status.
One study using Administrative Office data is of particular interest because it is relatively recent and focuses on employment discrimination
cases. 51 Professors Kevin M. Clermont and Stewart J. Schwab report that
in FY 2000 the rate of "nontrial adjudications" in employment discrimination cases for all district courts combined was 20%.52 The fact that this
is higher than ours (14.5% 53 ) may be due in part to (i) their categorization of "nontrial adjudications" as encompassing all types of motions
(for example, motions to dismiss as well as for summary judgment),
whereas we consider only summary judgment motions and, perhaps
more significantly, (ii) their inclusion of all districts, whereas we include
only the S.D.N.Y. and E.D.N.Y. Notably, the former is reputed to be one

51.

Clermont & Schwab, supra note 4.

52. Id. at 439 fig.6.
53. Our grant figure is computed as follows: the rate at which motions were made and disposed of in our data was 22.8% (see supra text following note 43); the rate at which motions were

fully granted in our data was 187/294 = 63.6% (see supra Table 1, showing a denial rate of 36.4%).
Thus the rate of grants in our data was 22.8% x 63.6% = 14.5% of all cases.
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of three districts with the most restrictive approach to granting summary
judgment.5 4
Claim Survival by Type of Claim
Are some types of claims more likely to survive summary judgment
motions than others? To address this question, we examined summary
judgment denial rates in the published cases by claim type. (Recall that
the Pacer cases do not reliably indicate the kind of discrimination involved. 55) The rates of claim survival are all remarkably uniform - between 24.3% and 31.0% - with the notable exception of sex claims,
which have a survival rate of 41.7% (see Table 5, second column). The
survival rates, adjusted for publication bias, are shown
in the last col56
umn; the method of adjustment is explained below.

54. Burbank, supra note 23, at 612. Professor Burbank has concluded: "... [S]ummary judgment activity, including filing, grant, and case-termination rates, varies, sometimes dramatically,
among courts and case types." Id. Except for sex, we do not find a dramatic difference in casetermination rates by type of claim, as discussed below. See infra Table 5.
55. See supra text following note 42.
56. See infra text accompanying note 71.
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Table 5
Represented published cases: claim survival rates by type of claim;
public and private employers combined; all districts combined.

*

% Survival Adjusted %
Survival
27.5%
36.3%

Type

# Survived / # Total

Race

14/51

Sex

20/48

41.7%

55.0%

Age

10/38

26.3%

34.7%

Disability

9/37

24.3%

32.1%

Retaliation

19/72

26.4%

34.8%

Other*

9/29

31.0%

40.9%

Total

81/275

29.5%

38.9%

National origin (5/17) + religion (2/7) + reverse discrimination (2/5).

The higher survival rate for sex claims (although not statistically
significant because of small sample size) appears to be due to the inclusion of sexual harassment claims. We define these as accusations of unwelcome sexual conduct, not solely charges that male co-workers or supervisors created a generally hostile environment for a female plaintiff
(as, for example, by making demeaning remarks about women or depriving them of opportunities given to men). For ease of description, we refer to the latter as "gender," as opposed to "sexual harassment," claims.57
Of the total of 48 represented sex cases in our sample, 27 involved solely
gender discrimination; for these the survival rate was 9/27 = 33.3%. By
contrast, for the 21 sexual harassment cases, the survival rate was 11/21
=

52%.

57. We classify under "sexual harassment" any claim of sex discrimination that includes allegations of unwelcome sexual conduct, whether or not it also encompasses complaints of general
gender harassment. Pregnancy discrimination claims fall under the heading of gender. In so doing,
we do not mean to privilege claims involving sexuality over those that do not. See generally Vicki
Schultz, ReconceptualizingSexual Harassment, 107 YALE L.J. 1683, 1755 (1998) ("We need a new

account of hostile work environment harassment that places ... gender-based, competenceundermining conduct at its center, one that does not reduce all harassment to sexual objectification
or desire.").
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We have some thoughts about why complainants alleging sexual
harassment do better than others in resisting summary judgment. For one
thing, such cases frequently depend heavily on credibility assessments.
When the purported misconduct took place behind closed doors, the historical facts raise classic "he said, she said" problems, not susceptible to
resolution on papers alone. In addition, even in the absence of material
disputes over primary facts, a finding of sexual harassment depends on
inferences drawn about the alleged harasser's behavior and its effect
upon the plaintiff. Specifically, the focus is on whether a reasonable person would have found the environment hostile and whether the victim, in
fact, perceived it that way. 8
The latter issue plainly raises subtle questions about the plaintiffs
subjective feelings, which are ill-suited to determination on summary
judgment. Beyond that, however, as District Judge Jack B. Weinstein
suggested in Gallagherv. Delaney,59 the harassment inquiry's objective
part also does not lend itself to pretrial judicial resolution. Judge
Weinstein wrote:
A federal judge is not in the best position to define the current sexual
tenor of American cultures in their many manifestations....
.. Today, while gender relations in the workplace are rapidly evolving
and views of what is appropriate behavior are diverse and shifting, a
jury made up of a cross-section of our heterogenous [sic] communities
provides the appropriate institution for deciding whether borderline
situations should be characterized as sexual harassment .... 60

One might ask whether Gallagher has expressly motivated district
courts to deny summary judgment motions in cases of alleged sexual
harassment. Research reveals that 15 of our published opinions cited
Gallagher.But only three opinions used it in the context of the need for
jury determination of pertinent issues (rather than, say, as support for a
black-letter rule of law),6 1 and one of these granted the motion. 62 This is
58. See Harris v. Forklift Sys., 510 U.S. 17, 21-23 (1993).
59. 139 F.3d 338 (2d Cir. 1998).
60. Id. at 342.
61. See Wilbur v. Fleet Fin. Group, Inc., 170 F. Supp. 2d 219, 230 (D. Conn. 2001); O'Dell v.
Trans World Entm't Corp., 153 F. Supp. 2d 378, 386 n.3 (S.D.N.Y. 2001); Morfv. Turner Bellows,
Inc., 136 F. Supp. 2d 147, 153 (W.D.N.Y. 2001).

62. O'Dell, 153 F. Supp.2d at 397-98. A fourth court cited Gallagher in holding that the
plaintiff had raised a triable issue of pretextual racial termination. See Dais v. Lane Bryant, Inc., 168
F. Supp. 2d 62,75 (S.D.N.Y. 2001).
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not to say, however, that the same reasons that impelled the Gallagher
court to view sexual harassment claims as poor candidates for summary
judgment have not influenced district judges to come to the same conclusion themselves.
Moreover, allegations of sexual misconduct, unlike charges of
wrongful dismissal, failure to promote, or other forms of discrimination
based on gender, cannot be countered with the typical defense that the
plaintiffs performance was unsatisfactory. Nor, to be sure, can allegations of hostile environment founded on race or national origin, for example. Yet these typically do not raise "borderline" issues of characterization, credibility contests, or complex questions of victim perception to
the same degree as cases involving sexual harassment. 63
A second point of particular interest is that retaliation - the largest
category - does not have a higher survival rate and, in fact, has a slightly
below-average rate. Received wisdom is that retaliation claims have
higher survival rates. This makes sense. A plaintiff can prevail on retaliation without proving the validity of the underlying claim of discrimination: he need only show that he engaged in protected activity
known to the employer, that he suffered an adverse employment action,
and that the former caused the latter.64 Many cases present the pattern of
a bias complaint by the employee (which is protected), followed by his
termination. If the time interval between the two is relatively brief, a jury
will ordinarily be permitted to infer causation. 65 Hence, the relatively
lower rate we found for retaliation claims may be due to sampling er6
6

ror.

Finally, it bears brief mention that disability claims came in lowest
in terms of survival (though, again, not by much). ADA claims in general do poorly in the courts 67 because of restrictive interpretations given
the statute by the U.S. Supreme Court.68 We would expect that the rate
for this category would have been even lower if not for the fact that New
York State and New York City have laws defining "disability" more

63.
64.
65.
66.

Cf Gallagher, 139 F.3d at 342.
Feingold v. New York, 366 F.3d 138, 156 (2d Cir. 2004).
See id. at 156-57.
Retaliation claims could have as high as a 40% "true" survival rate consistent with our

sample data (a 95% confidence interval for our data is from approximately 17% to 40%).
67. See Amy L. Allbright, 2003 Employment Decisions Under the ADA Title I - Survey Update, 28 MENTAL & PHYSICAL DISABILITY L. REP. 319, 319-23 (2004), available at
http://abanet.org/disability/reporter/Reporter FeatureJune04.doc (last visited Jan. 23, 2006).
68. See Disability Agency Urges Congress to "Right" ADA Through Legislation, 73
U.S.L.W. 2326 (Dec. 7, 2004).
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broadly than the ADA; 69 knowledgeable
plaintiffs routinely include such
70
complaints.
their
in
claims
pendent
Adjusting Claim Survival Rates for PublicationBias
The figures in the second column of Table 5 apply only to claims in
published cases, leaving us with publication bias. To adjust for this effect, imagine there is only a single claim made in each case. In that
event, the adjustment for publication bias for claims would be the same
as the adjustment for cases. This would be 46.4% / 35.1% = 1.32 (see
Table 2). Thus, the overall claim survival rate would rise by a factor of
1.32, from 29.5% to 38.9% (see Table 5). If publication bias affects different kinds of claims equally, the survival percentages for each type of
claim would increase by 1.32, with the results shown in the last column
of Table 5. Making this adjustment, the survival rate for sex discrimination claims rises to 55%, with the rest of the claim types ranging between 32.1% and 40.9%.
We justify applying this average adjustment rate to different types
of claims because the impetus for opinion writing and publication would
appear to be largely unrelated to the type of claim. 71 That seems a reasonable assumption, at least when survival rates for different kinds of
claims are fairly close, as they are here. The one exception is sex discrimination: since summary judgment is denied more often in these
cases than in other types, and since denials of summary judgment are
more likely to be unpublished than grants, sex discrimination cases may
be over-represented in unpublished cases. If this is so, the adjustment
factor would be smaller than the 1.32 figure used in Table 5. We note
that even if a systemic difference existed, the effect would be dampened
by the fact that a substantial portion of the Pacer cases had published
72
opinions.

69. See FiredDesigner Can Go Forward With Claims of Weight-Based Disability Discrimination, 23 Empl. Discrimination Rep. (BNA) 623, 623-24 (Dec. 8, 2004).
70. See supra text accompanying notes 35-37.

71. True, a relationship would be possible if, for example, the law were significantly less developed for a certain type of claim, giving the judge an incentive to write an opinion dealing with
new issues. But we do not believe this to be true for discrimination law in our time period.
72.

See supra note 48.
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Adjustment for Multiple Claim Cases
The adjustment for publication bias was based on case-survival figures, and was equal to the adjustment for claim survival on the assumption of one claim per case. But since there are many cases with multiple
claims, we must now consider whether a further adjustment for that factor is warranted.73 We refer to the factor by which case survival rates
must be multiplied to arrive at claim survival rates as the "claimadjustment" factor. 7
When there are multiple-claim cases, the rate of case survival will
be higher than the rate of claim survival because the motion fails if any
challenged claim survives. Thus, the claim-adjustment factor should be
less than 1. Our published case data do demonstrate this result: the claim
survival rate is 84% of the case survival rate. 75 The size of the claimadjustment factor is a function of the way claims are distributed among
cases. This is not known for the unpublished cases, but we think it reasonable to assume that the distribution of claims across cases is the same
for unpublished as for published cases. In that event, the claimadjustment factor would be the same for both groups of cases and would
cancel out in the adjustment ratio.76 Hence, we made no change in the
ratio.
Other Sources of Bias
In addition to publication bias and case effect there are other possible sources of bias. First, the Pacer cases are only from the S.D.N.Y. and

73. In our data, there are 275 claims in 154 published cases, with 65 single-claim cases and 89
multiple-claim cases.
74. We refer to "case survival" as a convenient shorthand for a case in which a summary
judgment motion was denied to any extent.
75. The overall case adjustment figure is 29.5% (from Table 5) divided by 35.1% (from Table
2) = 0.84.
76. It might be argued that there are more claims per case in unpublished cases than in published cases because more claims improve the chances for survival and unpublished cases have
higher survival rates. But the assumption that multiple-claim cases have higher survival rates than
single-claim cases is not supported in our data: the survival rate for single-claim cases is 25/65 =
38.5%, while the rate for multiple-claim cases is 30/89 = 33.7%. This odd result may be due in part
to a negative judicial reaction to "kitchen sink" complaints alleging multiple varieties of discrimination. See, e.g., Michael Bologna, Judges Warn Employment Lawyers Against Motionsfor Dismissal,

Summary Judgment, 19 Empl. Discrimination Rep. (BNA) 595 (December 4, 2002) (quoting federal
District Court Judge Ruben Castillo of the N.D. Ill., who criticized plaintiffs' lawyers "for filing
wide-ranging claims alleging discrimination on multiple levels - a strategy akin to 'throwing a plate
of spaghetti at the wall to see what sticks').
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the E.D.N.Y., while the published cases come from all the district courts
in the Second Circuit. However, when published cases are confined to
the Southern and Eastern Districts the results are virtually unchanged:
the survival rate for represented cases goes from 35.1% to 34.6%
(37/107). The survival rates for claims are also not greatly changed. For
example, in the case of sex discrimination, the rates of survival are almost the same for the two groups of districts separately, so their combined figure fairly represents each." Second, the Pacer data are cases
filed in 2000 and 2001 with summary judgment decision dates ending in
June 2005; the published cases have decision dates in 2000-2001. The
time frames are, therefore, slightly different. However, they substantially
overlap, and we know of no intervening developments in the law that
would have affected survival rates. Third, not all the Pacer cases were
resolved in our study window, creating the possibility of bias by excluding pending cases. This "tail" problem is endemic in legal studies, and
Mr. Finkelstein and his colleagues have dealt with it elsewhere.7 8 But the
problem does not appear to be serious here: after a follow-up there were
only 14 pending Pacer cases compared with 294 completed cases. Accordingly, the excluded cases were less than 5% of the total.
Fourth, one may question our decision to treat partial summary
judgment motions as granted (as long as they are fully granted) even
when the case survives for the claims not challenged. We recognize the
problem, but treating partial summary judgment motions as denials with
regard to the unchallenged claims would be somewhat inconsistent with
our decision to look at survival rates only for cases in which a motion
was made. Either treatment has its drawbacks. Fortunately, there are
only two published cases in our data in which partial summary judgment
motions were fully granted, so the issue is not material.
The Appraisalof Cases
Assuming that our estimates of average survival probabilities for
the various types of claims are good starting points for evaluating the
claims, how should a mediator or negotiator assess the probability of
some claim surviving? When there is a single claim, the adjusted percentages in the last column of Table 5 provide a fair starting point for
77. The survival rate for represented sex discrimination cases for the Eastern and Southern
Districts combined is 13/30 = 43.3%, while for all other districts combined it is 7/18 = 38.8%. The
difference is not statistically significant.
78. See Michael 0. Finkelstein et al., A Note on the Censoring Problem in Empirical CaseOutcome Studies J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. (forthcoming).
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estimating survival probabilities. When there are multiple claims, the
problem is more difficult. Because the fates of claims are highly intertwined, in most cases it would be inappropriate to compute the probability of a claim surviving as if claim survivals were independent events.
The alternative is to estimate survival rates for different groupings of
claims. Unfortunately, there are many possible groupings, and we do not
have the large database that would be required for that purpose.79
In our experience most cases have a claim that is the gravamen of
the action. As a result, a mediator or negotiator should probably be
guided by the probability of survival for that type of claim without adding much or anything for other claims' survival probabilities. The one
exception might be where the second claim is for retaliation, and in such
cases some addition may be appropriate.8 °
IV. CONCLUSION
Our Pacer data provide an estimate that, in represented cases, almost half of summary judgment motions are at least partly denied. Based
on our experience, this is probably closer to the plaintiffs estimate of
survival chances than most defendants'. By contrast, where the plaintiff
is pro se, denials occur in only about 15% of the cases. The difference
presumably arises both from the fact that the case was weak (no lawyer,
if any was asked, would take it) and the plaintiff's disadvantage of lacking a lawyer to fight the motion. 8 1 Nothing else is as predictive of the result on summary judgment as the status, represented or not, of the plaintiff. We also found a somewhat higher rate of summary judgment denials

79. A more refined analysis would use a logistic regression model to estimate survival probabilities for various possible combinations of claims - e.g., sex alone, sex and retaliation, sex and
race, age and race, age with race and retaliation, etc. For a discussion of logistic regression, see
MICHAEL 0. FINKELSTEIN & BRUCE LEVIN, STATISTICS FOR LAWYERS, § 14.7 (2d ed. 2001). We
made this analysis, combining some types of claims so that there were only 15 groups. But the coefficients estimated for the groups were not statistically significant and, in some instances, were perverse (e.g., sex plus retaliation had a lower probability of surviving than sex alone). In addition, the
probabilities of survival for some combinations were unreasonably high. It seems clear that we did
not have sufficient data for this more detailed analysis. We are indebted to Bruce Levin for suggesting this approach, which may be useful in future studies.
80. For example, if a claim of race discrimination was regarded as independent of a claim for
retaliation, the probability of one or the other surviving would be I minus the probability of both
failing, or 1-(1-0.363) (1-0.348) = 0.585. (Claims of retaliation are less likely to be intertwined with
the merits of discrimination claims than are the latter with each other). See supra text accompanying
note 66.
81. See supra text following note 49.
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when the defendant is a public, as opposed to a private, employer. The
reason for this difference remains unclear.
When we compare our Pacer cases with our published cases, there
is evidence of publication bias: the former have a higher survival rate.
This is an expected result because a judge granting summary judgment
will almost surely write an opinion, but will not necessarily do so when
denying the motion. 82 Despite this bias, we believe that the relative survival rates of different types of claims in the Pacer cases should be fairly
represented by their relative rates in the published cases. Analysis by
type of claim in the published cases shows a remarkably uniform rate of
survival, except for sex discrimination claims, which have a significantly
higher rate. We believe this greater rate of success is due to the presence
of sexual harassment claims. These depend more on assessments of
credibility and on inferences about the social acceptability of the alleged
harasser's behavior and its subjective effect upon the plaintiff than do
other discrimination claims.
The adjusted survival rates which we have reported in Table 5 are
only averages. As such, they are no more than starting points for evaluating particular cases. 83 Nevertheless we think that these averages can
serve negotiators or mediators as a benchmark from which to adjust the
probabilities of survival based on the facts of the case at hand. In that
role, they may serve as a useful tool in helping the parties to reality testand hence, more easily settle-their cases.

82. See supratext accompanying note 40.
83. There is, to be sure, also the question of the judge's proclivities. In some cases this factor
might matter, but its importance may be overemphasized. Fifteen judges in our samples decided at
least 5 Pacer or published represented cases. Of these, thirteen judges had unremarkable denial rates
ranging, with a few exceptions, between one-quarter and two-thirds of their motions. The two remaining judges were "outliers." One granted all 8 of his motions; the other denied all 7 of his. So far
as we know, though, the former is not especially hostile to employment discrimination plaintiffs,
nor is the latter especially friendly to them.
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